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represents a rupture with previous, largely hagiographie monographs,
and many subséquent Klee publications hâve felt the necessity to
contend with it. One is grateful for Werckmeister’s relentless attack
on the long-standing mythology of Klee as detached, mystical mod
ernist, and for his contextualization of Klee within a cultural milieu
and market. However, Werckmeister’s “historical critique of culture
as ideology”5 proves in the end to be limiting because of the rather
reductive notion of ideology on which it relies. As David Craven
has argued, Werckmeister’s “ideology” has continued since the mid1970s to be that of a crude and rétrogradé marxism, seeing art, as
part of ideology, implying “false consciousness.” Since capitalisai is
bad, art produced under it is bad; ideology based on contradiction
and the possibility of subversive art are forsaken to Werckmeister’s
“profoundly non-dialectical project.”6 Rather than working on con
tradiction, Werckmeister simply disdains it. He berates both Klee
and the reader with the words “ambivalence” and “contradiction,”7
though he never analyzes the words. For example, “The ambivalence
of. . . [Klee’s] caricaturistic mode embraces both privilège and rés
ignation”; or “Soon, however, even critics sympathetic to modem
art found the balance between childlike spontaneity and formai refinement claimed by Klee and his admirers to be contradictory and
suspect.”8 This problem forever hints that Klee failed to hâve a conhe last Klee review in these pages posited that since book- sistently radical, unified politics, though Klee’s intentions are read
length studies were devoted to particular aspects of the as unified in another way. Even when Klee decisively leaned to the
artists oeuvre, Klee scholarship had attained a certain sophis left in ways Werckmeister could approve, it was never far enough
because
Klee, according to Werckmeister, was ftxed in capitalisai and
tication.1 The prolifération of Klee studies since the mid-1980s sup

ports Mark Cheetham’s thesis even as it problematizes it. The Klee therefore must essentially (I use the word carefully) hâve believed in
literature has corne to exemplify many divergent courses of art-his- capitalisai. Werckmeister quotes from the now oft-cited letter to
torical research, and since this multiplicity of approaches is associ- Alfred Kubin, in which Klee describes his impressions of the failed
ated in many circles with disciplinary “crisis,” it is no longer Raterepublik (council/communist republic) in Munich in 1919:
sufficient to claim “sophistication” merely on the basis of pluralHowever ephemeral this communist republic appeared from the
ity.2 In this review plurality becomes an object of study. The many
beginning, it nevertheless offered an opportunity for an assessKlees it promises to produce somehow dissipate under the strain of
ment of the subjective possibilities for existing within such a com
the modernist dichotomy—pure vs. impure—which remarkably
munity. ... Of course a pointedly individualistic art is not suitable
continues to structure even those analyses attempting to dislodge
for appréciation by ail, it is a capitalist luxury. We, however, ought
it. I evaluate the approaches of ail the recent studies for their capac
to be more than curiosities for rich snobs. And that part of us
ity to provide detailed visual analysis, subtle social contextualization,
which somehow aims beyond this, for eternal values, would be
and self-conscious use of terms and paradigms. I consider the books
better able to receive support in a communist community.9
chronologically according to publication both because of their
intertextual referencing and because of the effects this chronology Werckmeister concédés that “Klee’s letter to Kubin confirms once
has on my readings of them. Finally, I pay spécial attention to which more that he had sided with the left wing in Munich art politics,”10
kinds of objects the méthodologies engage, and to what these analy but in the following pages he twice accuses Klee of opting for the
ses enable one to say or see. From this critical rather than apocalyp- “capitalist luxury” he had negatively invoked: in his choice of “artitic or celebratory perspective I will suggest ways in which Klee studies ficially coarse and ragged” rather than “political” pictures to show
might take greater advantage of the various possibilities at what in the 1919 New Munich Sécession exhibit," and in his decision
appears to be a crossroads in art history, exploring the persistence to secure a general sales contract, signed 1 October 1919, with the
dealer Hans Goltz in Munich.12 According to Werckmeister, Klee
of the pure/impure dichotomy.3
O. K. Werckmeister’s The Making of Paul Klee’s Career, 1914- is exploited by the deal, “an exemplary capitalist appropriation of
1920 (1989) arguably inaugurâtes a new phase in the Klee litera an artists work,”13 because his guaranteed salary would not be adture.4 The culmination of Werckmeister’s work on Klee for over a justed to the great inflation to corne. Thus Klee is maligned for
decade, this in-depth study of the formative years of Klee’s career being part of capitalism and for being subjected to it.

T
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There is no way out of Werckmeister’s logic, which limits the
scope of his analysis in ways I can only suggest here. For example,
Werckmeister chastises Klee again and again for making and exhibiting works that he believed would sell. Taking “sales” to be im
pure, Werckmeister fails to explore the myth that art need not sell,
a myth whose modem incarnation probably dates to Kant’s aesthetic
of functionless art and which reinscribes the myth of the poor, struggling artist. Secondly, though Werckmeister dislodges the traditional,
heroic artist narrative, the artist nonetheless reappears as a fully selfpossessed intentionalist, not creating masterpieces, as in the old
model, but mastering the market as a genius entrepreneur. Finally,
this reductive approach keeps Werckmeister from assessing some of
the compelling facts he himself has carefully compiled. Witness
Werckmeister’s contention that on numerous occasions Klee changed
the titles of his works so as to take advantage of the market.14 Certainly titles were changed, since titles are crossed out and added in
Klee’s own numbered Oeuvre Catalogue, and these titles, as well as
the ones written directly on the works, sometimes differ from the
ones in exhibition catalogues. However, Werckmeister never offers
evidence that Klee, as opposed to curators or dealers, changed the
titles for the exhibitions. Werckmeister assumes that Klee made these
changes, and that he did so to make titles more literal in appeal to
the public. Yet in the case of Klee’s first Sturm exhibition in 1915,
“at least seven of these changes were in the direction of greater thematic legibility of the subject matter” while “six other changes went
in the opposite direction, from vaguely suggestive titles to précisé
but abstract form descriptions.”15 This is not a consistent sales strat
egy. What is more, the analysis of which ones went which way is
hardly précisé: for example, Memory ofan Expérience (1914/111) to
Oriental Expérience, a change Werckmeister daims promoted leg
ibility, arguably remains equally allusive, just differently so. In the
end, Werckmeister’s fixation on title-changing as market strategy
prevents him from elucidating other data he includes, namely that
on at least five occasions the works that actually sold were watercolours done in the style Klee developed on his trip to Tunisia in
1914, “in the mode of Tapestry of Memory (1914/193, Paul-KleeStiftung, Bern).”16 Why were these selling, and why are their im
ages and titles not discussed?
Werckmeister does not examine these paintings, nor in fact,
does he look very carefully at images in general. His readings of
journal images as intertextual counterparts to the texts which appear near them are helpful for they consider the physical context in
which those images were viewed. However, Werckmeister’s
overdetermined scope makes his readings excessively literal when
they are called on to prove Klee’s “ambivalence,” and most uncritical when the images demand considération beyond Werckmeister’s
concerns. For example, Werckmeister’s reading of Klee’s lithograph
Death for the Idea (1915/1), which was published in the war-time
journal Zeit-Echo (December 1914) facing a poem called “Night”
by the Austrian expressionist Georg Trakl, is excessively literal.17
Since a figure with a spiked helmet lies horizontally at the bottom
of Klee’s lithograph, and since it “appears crossed out by the fines

scratched over his body, helplessly obliterated,” Werckmeister reads
it as emblematic ofTrakl’s death, but since the picture is placed in
what is an “apparently planned sequence” of images and texts on
the “glorification of death in war” and since Trakl committed sui
cide, as Klee may hâve known, Werckmeister concludes that “Trakl’s
death, as it had occurred, was a confirmation of Klee’s emerging
sense of a potentially mortal contradiction between art and war.”18
Werckmeister’s sole proof is the scratchy, heavy drawing over and
above the figure. Yet there is no evidence Klee knew his lithograph
would be placed next to Trakl’s poem, so Trakl’s death could hardly
confirm Klee’s state of mind (assuming for a moment that anything
could, or that one would want to establish this).
Werckmeister’s closed notion of ideology produces limited, less
than careful readings in some cases where more varied approaches
are clearly necessary, as in his discussion of Klee’s illustrations for
the second, limited édition of Curt Corrinth’s expressionist novel,
Potsdamer Platz, oder die Nachte des neuen Messias—Ekstatische
Visionen (Munich, 1920).19 The subject of the novel, as Werckmeister
présents it, “was the révolution”; its plot, he writes, consists of an
anti-bourgeois visionary man “who leads the prostitutes of Berlin to
shed their lot as paid sexual workers and instead embark on the enjoyment of free sexuality.”20 Chaos ensues until troops corne into
the city to restore order, but the women “incapacitate these soldiers
by séduction” and the redeemer “ascends to heaven.”21
Werckmeister’s primary concern is at what point during the actual
révolution in Munich Klee may hâve made the illustrations. Meanwhile, the explicitly violent misogyny of the project (Corrinth’s and
Klee’s) is never problematized; in fact, it is reproduced in
Werckmeister’s prose. He writes: “Another [Klee] illustration, You
Strong One, oh—oh, oh You (1919/14; fig. 82, full page), shows a
woman enthusiastically submitting to violent treatment by a man.”22
Werckmeister acknowledges something of the scene’s brutality be
cause he notes Klee may hâve borrowed from George Grosz’s paintingjohn the Woman Slayer of 1918, “where the cubistic parcelling of
the body is used literally to represent its physical dismemberment.”23
Beyond his superficial récognition of similar subjects, however,
Werckmeister does not seem to hâve looked closely at either picture.
The compositions differ radically: Klee’s nude female lies sideways
across the centre of the picture plane, with heavily and regularly
drawn areas sometimes representing thrashing limbs, hers and per
haps another’s, emanating out from her. In contrast, Grosz’s painted
cubist facets cover the entire picture plane, and his more traditionally modelled nude female turns along a diagonal axis into almost
three-quarter view, keeping her highlighted right hip squarely in the
center of the picture, with the phallic silhouette of the clothed male
attacker’s nose penetrating into the plane of her hip, echoing the
violence that his knife has wrought. Because Klee represents only
one full figure plus “limbs,” Werckmeister daims that “[b]y joining
the two fragmented bodies into one complété set of limbs, and thus
suggesting the shared sexual satisfaction of victim and attacker which
Corrinth’s text evokes, Klee satirically defused the violence of Grosz’s
picture, in line with his own cherished concept of complementary
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contrasts.”24 Werckmeister, rather, defuses Klee’s violence by conjuring a more legible model for it, only to insist that Klee cleans up
the source and turns it into an image of mutual sado-masochistic
pleasure consistent with Corrinth’s représentation. But in Corrinth’s
text the young prostitute, “scum of life,” must be whipped and throttled before she falls to her knees and recognizes her attacker as the
messiah.25 Werckmeister cannot see the stakes of this révolution be
cause they fall outside his limited concerns.
Werckmeister’s contribution to Klee studies is nonetheless substantial, in that he has provoked others to dismantle the persistent
heroicization of the modem artist by insisting on contextualization.
For her dissertation at the University of Cologne, published as Klee:
Vom Sonderfall zum Publikumsliebling; Stationen seiner ôffentlichen
Resonanz in Deutschland 1905-1960 (Klee: From Spécial Case to Pub
lic Favourite; Stages of His Public Resonance/Response in Germany
1905-1960), Christine Hopfengart acknowledges, “despite real rés
ervations,” her debt to Werckmeister’s earlier Klee essays for their
“substantial methodological impulses.”26 Though she uncritically
adopts some of his weaknesses that maintain the myth of the pure,
unified artist, i.e., the assumption of ideology as false consciousness, the reproduction of the language one is ostensibly analyzing,
and not looking carefully at images (to which I will return), she
nevertheless produces a thoroughgoing critical history of the pro
duction of Klee as “Klee” in art literature.
Hopfengart takes on an immense field: not only articles and
books on Klee, but also general art historiés, group and solo exhibi
tions, their physical organization and their catalogues, collectors and
collecting, art reproductions, including calendars, posters, postcards,
interior design advertisements,27 and even sweatshirt designs.28
Hopfengart’s impressive chronological bibliography lists ail these
publications, including the more ephemeral calendars, posters and
postcards. She draws upon these media to prove her thesis that Klee
did not become “Klee,” central figure of modernism, until postSecond-World-War German art writing claimed him as father fig
ure for contemporary German artists. In a compelling analysis she
asserts that heralding Klee was not (as one might imagine) a direct
resuit of the post-war cultural policy of Wiedergutmachung (atonement/compensation), which was meant to compensate for Nazi
atrocities in the realm of Entartete KunsH and Künstler. This policy
did, however, shield Klee and others from criticism and it cultivated an accepting public for modem art.30 Léopold Zahn, who
had written the first monograph on the artist in 1920, took advantage of this fertile ground, instigating a major shift in Klee’s récep
tion with the publication of his article, “3 x abstrakte Kunst,” in
Das Kunstblatt, I (1946-47), 27-30. Zahn positioned Klee (in text
and reproductions) following Kandinsky and Marc, and yet, as
Hopfengart points out, preceding the one reproduction of current
work (a drawing by a Berlin artistic hopeful, Heinz Trôkes), and
thereby representing him as the bridge from the “classic modems”
to the présent.31
The success of Zahn’s model depended on nationalism, an im
portant leitmotif in Hopfengart’s narrative. Klee was first regarded

as a bridge to the future in New York during the war, as Hopfengart
shows. Immigrant dealers Curt Valentin and Karl Nierendorf vied
for Klees precisely because they were held to be emblematic of the
future; his work seemed to médiate abstraction and surrealism, providing a palpable model for New York School production.32 Assuming this position, Zahn was able to capitalize on American popularity,
a boost for a “German” artist since the war had so thoroughly discredited Germany morally and culturally.33 The view of Klee as fa
ther figure specifically for German artists, despite his Swiss birth,
was then institutionalized with the first full-length, extensive mono
graph, Werner Haftmann’s Paul Klee, which emphasized the formai
characteristics of the artists work and concluded with analysis of his
formai legacy in the work of his students.34 Hopfengart convincingly argues that after the publication of this book Klee’s popularity
in Germany surged and continued to rise throughout the 1950s,
creating an ever larger audience for major solo exhibitions in
Hannover and Munich (1954), Hamburg and Bern (1956) and Ber
lin (I960);35 a monograph by Carola Giedion-Welcker, a work too
little discussed to my mind, and the standard monograph by Will
Grohmann, published simultaneously in Germany, France, Switzerland, Italy and the United States in 1954;36 and finally Haftmann’s
central positioning of Klee both in his Malerei im 20. Jahrhundert
and in his organization of the huge exhibition “Documenta, Kunst
des 20. Jahrhunderts” in Kassel in 1955.37
Unfortunately, Hopfengart’s conclusion, that skepticism about
Klee set in at the beginning of the 1960s, is passed over too quickly,
is not amply demonstrated, and seems too dépendent upon her selfprofessed preference for the “Aktionen und Happenings”38 of the
1970s, a preference she invokes without further ado to explain her
distaste for the “classic modems.” Indeed, her emphasis on Klee’s
post-war critical success causes her to minimize its earlier manifes
tations, but she does trace some important sources for the produc
tion of the post-war “Klee.” For example, Hopfengart writes that
Grohmann, whose “sober” 1954 monograph remained the stand
ard until very recently, had already rationalized Klee in his 1924
essay for Der Cicerone. Grohmann apparently sought to “correct. . .
expressionist excesses” in previous criticism and in the short monographs of 1920-21 byZahn, Hermann von Wedderkop and Wilhelm
Hausenstein.39 She quotes Grohmann from 1924: “Paul Klee today is neither a musical intermezzo, nor a mystical faith, nor an
exotic province. One does him wrong, one wants to isolate him as a
spécial case and diminish his share in contemporary painting in
Europe.”40 Grohmann emphasized the most theoretically based ab
straction of Klee’s current (1923-24) Bauhaus production, thereby
laying the foundation, Hopfengart daims, for the Bauhaus-centric,
streamlined Klee narrative institutionalized by Grohmann and
Haftmann some thirty years later.
Despite her considérable contribution to analysis of the dis
cursive production of Klee and the artist generally, Hopfengart’s
book is weakened, as I suggested earlier, by her uncritical adoption
of some of Werckmeister’s approach. Her analysis of Klee’s produc
tion as an artistic idéal is trenchant—but she treats this develop
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ment as somehow impure or représentative of false consciousness.
She writes, for example, that “outside forces,” Klee’s success in Paris
and Flechtheim’s “art-dealing propaganda,” facilitated Klee’s increased status in Germany in the later 1920s.41 The assumption is
that there might or should hâve been “inside forces” naturally inspiring critical acclaim (and perhaps that the lack of these “inside
forces” means Klee did not deserve critical acclaim). She uses the
language of advertising and propaganda to invoke the suspicion that
Klee’s success was, again, as in Werckmeister’s account, due completely to marketing. She characterizes Herwarth Walden’s Berlin
operations as “merciless activist propagandizing” with the “brand
name Sturm,”42 and she daims that together, Goltz’s Klee rétro
spective in Munich in 1920, Zahn’s accompanying monograph, and
their printing of one lithograph and many postcards for public consumption constitute an “advertising campaign.”43 Her inclusion of
popular media is fascinating, but she is, unfortunately, merely disdainful of it: it “limited” his work to the “easily consumable,” she
laments.44 Still, Hopfengart’s viewpoint does not prohibit her from
showing how some developments are independent of masterful
marketing, for example, that the conception of Klee in Germany
after the war was influenced not only by the various publications
and exhibitions she scrupulously lists, but also by the spécifie works
in one collection, that of Rudolf Ibach. She explains that in the
difficult post-war years, his Klees were the only ones able to make
the rounds to most German Klee exhibitions.45
Hopfengart’s advertising language and the centrality of the
Ibach collection exemplify other problems she shares with
Werckmeister: namely, reproducing paradigms that need to be interrogated, and not examining images closely, both of which perpetuate an idealization of art which the authors set out to criticize.
The language of advertising, for example, was often used in the
1910s and 1920s to distinguish high art from consumer culture, as
Hopfengart’s quotation of Ernst Kallal from his catalogue essay on
the Blaue Vier (including Klee) from October 1929 demonstrates:
“Strangers to this world of the universal départaient store, of sensa
tions and confections: the best, that could be said about an art to
day.”46 The stakes of this distinction are lost on Hopfengart. In her
description of the works from the 1910s in the Ibach collection as
tending toward the “ornamental,”47 she also réitérâtes the language
of the décorative arts, which had been invoked to criticize Klee early
in his career. She cites a review by Karl Scheffler from 1920, where
Klee is dismissed as a “talented artisan” with works like “embroidery patterns and that ilk.”48 Though she cites the review herself,
she cannot read it critically because once again she employs the same
paradigm. Hopfengart is also unable or unwilling to look closely at
images, thereby continuing the myth that they exist in some pure
space. Though she lists the postcards and lithograph Goltz and Zahn
produced in order to “advertise” Klee, and she catalogues which
exhibitions included the Ibach Klees, she does not provide or ana
lyse reproductions of these works herself (and not for want of im
ages in her book). One is left wondering what kind of “Klee” Goltz,
Zahn and Ibach more and less intentionally produced.

Despite these drawbacks, Hopfengart’s thorough and careful
study, along with Werckmeister’s, would seem to condition the ténor
if not the précisé critical perspective of Klee studies for years to corne,
such that one could only profess again Klee’s unconditional genius
if one were to avoid Hopfengart and Werckmeister altogether.
Claude Frontisi’s Klee: Anatomie d’Aphrodite, le polyptyque démembré
{Klee: Anatomy of Aphrodite, the Dismembered Polyptych), a completely ahistorical and laudatory Klee monograph, does just that.
Frontisi, an art history professor at the University of Paris X,
Nanterre, who has written monographs on Juan Gris (1975) and
the art nouveau architect Hector Guimard (1985), neither reads
the current Klee literature nor concerns himselfwith the specificity
of dates or context. An example of his less than accurate scholarship is his dating of Klee’s widely published and sole public lecture
as 1912 rather than 1924. He daims Klee grappled with the “dilemma of abstraction” along with Kandinsky, Delaunay and Léger
(this last an unusual and unlikely pairing for Klee, though he is but
one of many Frenchmen invoked along the way), citing evidence
for the first two as Klee’s mention of them in his Jena lecture in
1912 (sic).49 Frontisi draws attention to the confusion traditionally
surrounding the two watercolours which are the subject of his study,
though he may inadvertently perpetuate that confusion. For clarity, a fold-out illustrâtes the two images, and Frontisi provides a
reproduction from Klee’s personal Oeuvre Catalogue to show their
entries: Anatomy ofAphrodite (1915/45) and <Side Panels for 1915
45> (1915/48).50 Frontisi points out that Gualtieri di San Lazzaro’s
(peripheral) Klee monograph from 1957 and a Düsseldorf exhibi
tion catalogue (1971 in a footnote, 1977 in the bibliography) re
produce the latter image under the title of the former.51 Following
his argument, Frontisi himself provides a rough graphie sketch of
what the works might hâve looked like together,52 but the propor
tions are different from those of the reproductions, which show the
images at about the same height (convincing the reader that they
belong together?). Rather than the relatively obscure and imprécise
references and Frontisi’s sketch, one wishes, in the interest of his
argument, that one could see the reproductions spliced together in
the manner Frontisi describes, as they appear, for example, in an
unmentioned exhibition catalogue from Munich in 1989.53
If, however, one is willing to indulge his inaccurate scholarship
and extravagant imagination, one is rewarded with a wild, misogynist, “psychoanalytic” account of the production of Klee’s Anatomy
ofAphrodite, an example of what can only be called “subjunctive
criticism.” Frontisi conjectures that if the two Side Panels were
switched from left to right and rotated top to bottom, and if the
Anatomy ofAphrodite were placed between them, the three panels
would line up and could therefore initially hâve been one painting.54 He argues that it was precisely Klee’s act of cutting the pièces
apart that created the larger work which is the focus of his study:
“this ‘operation’ gives birth to the Anatomy of Aphrodite.”^ The
painting materializes the otherwise “floating subject,” that is, it is
not a représentation but rather the figure itself; it is the “word”—
language—that reconstructs the solidity of the works into one
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“body”; the term “anatomy” evokes a double meaning of cutting,
on the one hand, the visible, never-healing “wound” conserved in
the gap between the two Side Panels and, on the other, the “pri
mordial” séparation of the panels which “gives birth to a new organism, an autonomous painting”; and the work resonates with the
myth of Aphrodite’s own birth from the sea or, as Frontisi quotes
Hesiod, from ‘“the white foam of the divine member,’ a conséquence
of Uranus’s castration.”56
This is a criticism about what might hâve been or could be in
the mind, but for which no shred of evidence exists. Nonetheless,
one is constrained to acknowledge Frontisi’s creativity in conceiving of the work of art, imaginativeness that is lamentably lacking in
those critical approaches which consider belief in the work or the
artist to be “false consciousness.” Unfortunately, Frontisi’s fabulation
leaves the objectionable tradition of misogyny and the myth of genius in Western art firmly in place: “if the féminine anatomy were
ever to be exhibited, it is in this watercolour by Klee.”57 The “eternal féminine,” it would seem, has finally been nailed down, and
the genius Klee has done it. But she is ripped up, too: describing
the gap between the two parts of the Side Panels, Frontisi writes,
“even more strange, the surface [féminine in French, la surface} tears
herself, hides herself, annihilâtes herself.”58 This passage invokes the
violence to women at the heart of much modernist production, a
concern I will not put aside, because it is central to my critical understanding of what has corne to signify “modernism” and “Klee.”59
Rainer Crone and Joseph Léo Koerner’s short book, Paul Klee:
Legends ofthe Sign, seems at first to signal the return of context after
Frontisi’s subjunctive criticism. The two essays which make up this
book will be considered together because of their close relationship:
Koerner’s essay came out of a graduate seminar with Crone at the
University of California, Berkeley, in 1983.60 In the first essay, Crone,
who currently teaches at Ludwig-Maximilians University in Munich,
provides an introductory lesson in semiotics. After a lengthy expli
cation of Ferdinand de Saussure and Charles S. Peirce, Crone in
vokes this field, rich with implications for the specificity of painting’s
signification within a society, but then limits himself to formai ab
stractions, and Koerner follows his example. Their dalliance with
the signifier alone leaves the larger implications of the social prac
tice of painting unquestioned, and in my estimation results in a semiotic formalism that again relies upon the pure/impure dichotomy.61
Koerner, for example, refers to “pure signs” which signify nothing,62
and he implies that Klee’s totally abstract “magic squares,” painted
between 1923 and 1937, somehow improve upon the works with
(impure) remnants of linguistic signs, like those in Einst dem Grau
der Nacht Enttaucht (1918/17, Paul-Klee-Stiftung, Bern), though he
has just adeptly analysed this work.63 He returns to the Bauhauscentric formalism of Grohmann, whom he invokes to justify his valorization: “In these compositions, which Will Grohmann places at
the ‘innermost circle’ of the artists oeuvre, we see painting at its
furthest remove from any narrative or illustrative éléments.”69
Crone’s reading of Klee’s Hammamet with Its Mosque (1914/
199, Metropolitan Muséum of Art, New York) reveals the range of

semiotic analysis forsaken by this kind of semiotic formalism. He
daims that the grid structure of the watercolour is a kind of langue
Klee has chosen to work within, while the idiosyncrasies (colour,
diagonals, flora, architectural details) are signs of Klee’s free choice
within that System, i.e., his parole.^ This may be a useful distinc
tion, but it reduces langue to one particular System operative in the
painting, and, what is more, it assumes that Klee could simply choose
a langue to work within, rather than his being subject to langue in
its entirety. The langue (to continue with the Saussurian concept)
which defines the realm of possibilities of the work is, in fact, much
more complex, including drawing and painting techniques, tracts
on associations of colours, a common visual repertory of images
including famous paintings, popular media, advertisements and so
forth.66 Klee’s work faroie) within this langue has its own cultural
significance. The non-perspectival quality of Klee’s Tunisian landscapes like Hammamet with Its Mosque is often construed in the
literature as signifying Klee’s break with European convention. His
diaries are cited as transparent source material: “The watercolour
of the beach still somewhat European. Could hâve been painted
near Marseilles just as well. In the second [assumed to be like
Hammamet}, I encountered Africa for the first time.”67 The use of
the grid signifies the “pre-cultural” and “primitive” of the colonial
imagination, and these cultural meanings, which implicate Klee,
need to be interrogated. Here Crone reduces the possibilities of semi
otic analysis to an abstract formalism reconditioned with more
current jargon. Thus, Klee emerges in Crone and Koerner as the
brilliant artist who prefigured the “linguistic révolution in our era,”
as Crone characterizes it.68
I want to make it clear that I do not use the péjorative term
“jargon” to describe Crone and Koerner for the same reasons Marcel
Franciscono, in Paul Klee: His Work and Thought, bashes the “ab
stractions of the reigning critical théories . . . the sociological and
literary ‘méthodologies’ now in style.”69 Crone and Koerner set the
stage for a productive use of one of these “méthodologies,” but their
conclusions remain largely formai and uncritical. Franciscono, on
the other hand, overtly daims to be “traditional,” beginning with
“the assumption that Klee’s art has an intrinsic interest-—not, indeed, an interest divorced from life . . . but distinct from what it
can tell us about Klee the person or about the social and économie
conditions of his time.”70 This attitude might seem far from the criti
cal approaches of Werckmeister and Hopfengart with which I began, but Franciscono’s défensive traditionalism is a response precisely
to Werckmeister (he never refers to Hopfengart and does not seem
to be aware of her work). Franciscono acknowledges Werckmeister’s
“attempt to place Klee within a sociopolitical context,” saying condescendingly that Werckmeister “has added greatly to our knowl
edge of Klee’s involvement in the events of his time.”71 Franciscono’s
project is not, as he daims, the pictures’ “intrinsic interest,” but rather
a last-ditch effort to stake out high art as a pure, autonomous territory, albeit with some paradoxical connections to life. Of Klee’s work
he daims: “his wit and his shrewd observations of character . . . offer, in these times of disputing idéologies, a relief and even a certain
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consolation.”72 But this consoling Klee is constructed in opposition
to the threat of Werckmeister, with whom Franciscono is continually in dialogue, as his footnotes show.
A crucial différence in Franciscono’s more traditional formalism is his emphasis on représentation rather than abstraction, which
was the centrepiece of Grohmann’s standard narrative and the at
traction for Frontisi still in 1990. The change of focus is legitimate,
Franciscono daims, “if only because the technical and abstract means
of his pictures hâve been intensively analyzed in recent years.... The
principle reason, however, is that Klee’s work dépends overwhelmingly on représentation.”73 Franciscono does not, then, so much
question the long-lived centrality of abstraction, as displace it by
emphasizing instead Klee’s poetry, line and irony—gathered together
under the rubric “représentation.” An example is Franciscono’s comparison of Klee’s lithograph Destruction and Hope (1916/55) with
Albert Gleizes’s lost painting The City and the River of 1913:
Gleizes’ picture, for ail its symbolic overtones (the city of Paris),
remains an experienced landscape, its details fragmented and recombined kaleidoscopically in order to bring its breadth and variety more fully to life. Klee, instead, uses Gleizes’ fragmentation
literally, to shape an image of chaos or collapse. It hardly matters
whether his title and the idea it expresses came first or, as may
well be the case, were afterthoughts. . . . [73j And even if we as
sume that its various titles were only afterthoughts, the major
différences between Gleizes’ pictures [there are a few versions]
and Klee’s print remain: the diagonally titled [sic—tilted] planes
which shift emphasis, as Werckmeister observes, from Gleizes’
architectural stability to Klee’s dynamic subjective movement; the
absence of Gleizes’ clear descriptive details; and the presence of
the two mysteriously large and bulky figures, ail of which take
the print out of the realm of the observed into the symbolic.75

Looking closely at Klee’s works, Franciscono can make the following conclusion: “It is the ironie literalness with which Klee uses a
line of force, a coloured shape, a fragmented field to create them
that makes his work distinctive.”76
I quote at length from Franciscono because he writes with a
particular gracefulness of style missing in the other books under
review. This style works rhetorically to sweep the reader along in its
flowing narrative, but one needs to step back and attend to some of
the assumptions on which this grâce is based and which it tends to
conceal. The first is that there is a unified “work” of Klee’s to reveal. Franciscono can surmise what precisely “makes . . . [Klee’s]
work distinctive,” because his is an essentialist project, where the
word “essence” appears in its various forms with incredible regularity.77 He imagines that he présents the truth of Klee’s production;
the richly illustrated book is weighted heavily toward the collection
of the Paul-Klee-Stiftung in Bern (admittedly an outstanding col
lection), but with no contextualization of who may hâve seen the
works when, what they meant in particular settings, etc. There is
no discussion of exhibitions or journals, let alone the more ephemeral, popular posters or postcards. The “works” and the artist are

thought to exist in some pure space. Franciscono présents Klee in
the kind of artist’s developmental narrative that recalls Ernst Kris
and Otto Kurz’s Legend, Myth, and Magic in the Image ofthe Artist-.
the genius artist with a perfect pedigree paradoxically produces autonomous work.78 As a matter of course Franciscono either daims
Klee’s precedence in formai breakthroughs, or if he acknowledges
an important influence, he quickly dismisses it as irrelevant. For
example, he cites a little-known drawing, Pessimistic Symbol of the
Mountains (1904, Paul-Klee-Stiftung, Bern) to assert that Klee invented cubism for himself “a full two and a half years or more [before] the famous ‘splayed’ figure seated at the right in the Demoiselles
d’Avignon [Pablo Picasso, 1906-07, Muséum of Modem Art, New
York].”79 Franciscono relates Klee to Max Ernst, only to disavow
his influence, leaving a trace of pedigree. He perceives simultaneous achievement in Klee’s and Ernst’s mechanical/sexual works of
1920-21. After exploring the possibility that Klee influenced Ernst,
Franciscono admits that “[i] t is much more likely that Ernst’s discovery came first and that the resuit affected Klee’s work.”80 How
ever, some pages later Franciscono takes care to minimize the effect
of dada and Ernst on Klee: “Klee is not like any of the dadaists.
The strangeness of many of his pictures of the time almost marches
Ernst’s. . . . Yet bizarre as Klee’s pictures can be, few of them hâve
the final arbitrariness of Ernst’s dada works. For ail their outlandish
convention, they are usually grounded in something like a rational
conception.”81 This paradoxical autonomy yet dependence recurs
throughout,82 and the reader’s récognition of the formula eventually casts doubt on Franciscono’s findings.
There are many modernist thèmes in Franciscono’s work that
one wishes were addressed, such as the assumption that modem art
is “personal,”83 that “décoration” is inferior,84 that Klee felt “dissat
isfaction with people,”85 that a modernist could “escape the look of
cultured art,”86 and so on. Franciscono’s préoccupation with Klee
as singular genius makes welcome Klee, Kandinsky, and the Thought
oftheir Time: A Critical Perspective, by Mark Roskill. It “is the final
book in a sériés of three [by Roskill] dealing with modem art and
its theory between 1880 and 1945.”87 Its non-monographic form
daims to situate Klee in relation to Kandinsky and contemporaries, and the “critical perspective” of the title promises that the author will interrogate critical assumptions. However, though Roskill
brings years of expérience and data-gathering to bear on his study,
his “critical perspective” consists largely in supplementing traditional
art history with a description of contemporary thought that was
not but could hâve been brought to bear on the art at the time,
another version of subjunctive criticism.88 His récurrent metaphor
of light (“illuminate,” “shed light on,” “see in light of,” etc.)89 along
with the unnamed subject of illumination decontextualizes the readings that the contemporary texts had ostensibly been employed to
contextualize, as the following example suffices to show. Roskill
daims Georg Simmel’s “visionary” article of 1908, “The Nature of
Culture,” provides a parallel for Kandinsky’s On the Spiritual in Art
(1912), which elaborated concerns shared largely by members of
the Blaue Reiter, including Klee:
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In the same sort of way as Kandinsky conceives in On the Spir
itual of a future audience for art that, as “the spiritual triangle
moves slowly forward and upward,” is emancipated from the
constraints of believing in “prescriptions of universal application,”
Simmel takes woman’s anxiety about fashion to be predicated
historically “on her strict regard for custom, for the generally accepted and approved forms of life, for ail that is proper.” If therefore woman could be freed from her “weakness of social position”
relative to men, and her relative lack of différentiation from other
members of her sex, this would liberate her from needless concern over the relative degree of “individualization and personal
conspicuousness” that presently remains open to her. . . .
One cannot ask directly how this affected Kandinsky, since
Simmel was simply part of the same larger cultural environment;
but one can see Kandinsky as shaping his idea of the subjectively
motivated and liberated elite that would respond to his art along
analogous Unes.90

In this confusing passage it is difficult to differentiate speakers;
Roskill lumps these texts and his own together and imagines that
so doing will somehow provide “illumination,” but it becomes rather
a study in “context” run amok.
Marianne Vogel’s Zwischen Wort und Bild. Das schriftliche Werk
Paul Klees und die Rolle der Sprache in seinem Denken und in seiner
Kunst {Between Word and Picture: The Written Work ofPaul Klee and
the Rôle ofLanguage in his Thought and in his Art) brings what can
more legitimately be termed a critical perspective to bear on Klee’s
writings and the Klee literature. Completed as a dissertation at the
University of Leiden in 1991, but the last of these monographs to
be available in North America, Vogel’s conscientious study corrects
some of the more glaring weaknesses in the other scholarship. She
draws upon a small and curious pool of texts for her methodological framework, yet she capitalizes on its potential. To begin with,
she relies on an article by the German historian Thomas Nipperdey
for its emphasis on history’s discontinuity compared to the “dia
chronie continuity” of much history writing.91 Vogel rightly criticizes the persistence of the latter in Klee studies, citing, for example,
the one-sidedness of one monograph Cheetham praised in 1985
specifically for its specialized approach, namely, Andrew Kagan’s Paul
Klee: Art and Music (1983). In Kagan, as Vogel points out, everything is configured in its relation to one principle. Kagan writes:
“[Klee’s] ultimate goal was the development of color ‘polyphony,’”
a goal he reached after “a quarter-century of dedicated explorations”
with Ad Parnassum (1932/274, Paul-Klee-Stiftung, Bern), “his ul
timate polyphonie work.”92 Given her focus on Klee’s writing, Vogel
is especially critical of the lack of historical accuracy with regard to
Klee’s written texts; a quotation from one period is often invoked
to support a claim about another or is held to be valid for ail time.
She cites, for example, the Muséum of Modem Art catalogue essay
by the late director of the Klee-Stiftung, Jurgen Glaesemer.
Glaesemer takes Klee’s famous quotation “Diesseitig bin ich gar nicht
fassbar [In this realm I cannot be grasped at ail],” first published in
Zahn’s 1920 monograph, as authoritative for Klee’s work twenty

years later: “It might be objected that Klee did not expérience any
such tragic disjunctions but only spoke about them. It is true that
conclusive proof of his sincerity, in the sense of a congruity between
his expérience and his artistically shaped content, is difficult to find
in his early and middle periods before 1933. But his late work pro
vides that proof.”93 Interestingly, Vogel places Werckmeister’s work
in the same category of “diachronie continuity”: she writes that
“Glaesemer turns—rightly—against the one-sided mercantile-opportunistic interprétations of O. K. Werckmeister.”99 With Vogel’s
book we hâve for the first time a critical reading of the assumptions
constituting not only more traditional, cohesive studies arguing for
a unified Klee but also the critical approaches of Hopfengart and
Werckmeister. Alone among the books reviewed, Vogel attests that
one’s categories of analysis need to be interrogated as much as the
ostensible object of study.
In contrast to the “diachronie continuity” she criticizes, Vogel
insists upon contextualization, drawing upon not only Nipperdey
but also the concept “Differenz," the distinction between a text and
its context, as theorized by her colleagues at Leiden, following the
work of sociologist Niklas Luhmann.95 Klee’s rational defence of
abstract “deformation” in art in his 1924 lecture at Jena, she ar
gues, must be read against a book published in Jena a mere two
months earlier, Willi Rosenberg’s Moderne Kunst und Schizophrénie.
Unter besonderer Berücksichtigung von Paul Klee (Modem Art and
Schizophrenia: With Spécial Considération of Paul Klee'), which interprets Klee’s well-known “Diesseitig. . .” as a schizophrénie épi
sode.96 Attacks on modem art, Vogel asserts, were not uncommon;
yet given the proximity of Jena to Weimar, where Klee was teaching at the Bauhaus, and the fact that the book specifically targeted
Klee, Klee studies cannot afford to dehistoricize the Jena lecture
into a timeless utterance on the nature of art.97
Vogel’s practical, demystifying approach présents an invaluable
reference for future Klee studies. To counteract the ahistorical prac
tice of citing Klee’s writings regardless of context, she provides a
taxonomy of seven types of Klee’s writings—poems, autobiographical
texts (including the diaries), correspondence, reviews, essays on art,
art-theoretical notes, and “Varia” (including the personal Oeuvre
Catalogue, “Diesseitig . .
pocket calendars, etc.). She thoroughly
documents each text’s provenance and current location, and she
includes “Commentary” that uncompromisingly identifies
misattributions and falsifies in published accounts. Finally, she draws
some fresh conclusions that future scholars must consider: Klee’s
writings are mostly art theory, a claim that counteracts his image as
mystical poet, and most were published only posthumously, allowing for no contemporary responses and thereby contributing to their
reputed aura of timelessness.98
Yet for ail its virtues, and they are considérable, Vogel’s book
also has its faults. She relies on an outdated notion of intentionality roundly undermined in the last twenty years or so.99 She pro
fesses trépidation at reading images if there are no written texts to
help ascertain Klee’s pictorial intentions. It is not that she fails to
read images; she simply does so without close formai analysis and
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without questioning her own assumptions about what she sees. For
example, she describes Crafty Courting (1913/56A, Paul-KleeStiftung, Bern) in the following way:
A man and a woman are represented in this drawing; out of the
mouth of the man cornes the word “love.” This Word is however
contradicted by his largely drawn phallus, which shows that the
man is only after a sexual conquest. Only through the word “love”
written on the drawing does it become clear what the “craftiness” of his courting consists in. Klee could not hâve expressed
this point, the contrast between what the man says and his actual intentions, without the letters in the représentation.100

Vogel believes Klee intended the reading she offers, namely that the
large pénis must contradict the man’s professed “love.” However,
perusal of the drawing illustrated in Vogel’s book shows that the
man’s contorted body—with hands curled up in front of his face,
one leg awkwardly outstretched toward the woman, his body supported by the other leg even as he leans way back on it, away from
the woman, and his admittedly large pénis (about the size of his
forearm and hand), shooting off directly away from the woman—
could also signify confusion or insecurity, and suggests that the
“craftiness” is something of a joke on him, because he does not realize how ridiculous he appears. Such a reading cornes admittedly
from a feminist perspective which does not assume men are “only
after a sexual conquest” and that women succumb to their deceitful
séduction. The point is that there is no way to know what Klee
intended, that one must look closely at images in order to read them
responsibly, and that every reading has its own context—something
that Vogel understands well for written texts but not apparently for
visual ones. For Vogel, Klee is knowable in his situated utterances
and in her personal responses to his images.
Nonetheless Vogel’s study could push Klee studies in produc
tive and as yet unforeseen directions. In her reading of written texts,
Vogel does not try to access some originary truth, as Frontisi and
Franciscono do. She situâtes a text in the spécifie context of its inception and audience (unlike Crone and Koerner, Frontisi or
Franciscono) without allowing “context” to spread into infinity, losing ail relevance (as Roskill does). She reads the text critically, not
simply disdainfully (as Werckmeister does and as Hopfengart can).
That is, Vogel is not nostalgie for some impossible state of purity in
which the artist does not market his or her works (Werckmeister)
or in which discursive forces do not produce the artist but rather
reflect (or not) some truth of his or her greatness (Hopfengart).
However, Vogel’s reliance on intentionality lamentably reunifies artistic subjectivity, most damagingly in her readings of visual texts.
Of the works discussed here, the more critical and groundbreaking
approaches (Werckmeister, Hopfengart, Vogel) ail fail to look closely
at images. So far, this practice has been left to imaginative if sug
gestive fantasies, like Frontisi’s, and more traditional art historians,
like Franciscono. Crone and Koerner begin to consider the langue
of painting in its specificity, but Klee returns in their analysis as a
brilliant precursor of poststructuralism. The decentring of the art

ist that the more critical méthodologies promise remains unfulfilled:
Werckmeister’s Klee is a master entrepreneur; Hopfengarfs Klee is
an impure product of advertising, a poor reflection of the true art
ist who supposedly emerges free of public relations; and Vogel’s ver
bal Klee must be contextualized while her visual Klee is somehow
transparent. What first seems to be a breadth of analyses producing
many Klees becomes, after doser analysis, a re-naturalization of the
unified artist and his oeuvre. Critical méthodologies must now be
brought to bear on themselves. Authors must interrogate their own
terms so that they can analyse the verbal and visual terms of Klee,
his contemporaries and historians. Only then will one see the many
Klees Klee was and what the stakes of maintaining his purity hâve
been.

* I want to thank my faithful(ly) critical readers, Kermit Champa, Mark
Cheetham, Christina Crosby, Steve Evans, Kerry Herman, Dian Kriz, John
Marx, Karen Newman, Bob Scholes, Naomi Schor, and Elizabeth Weed.
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